ROBERT DULGARIAN
CONCILIATIO AUT DISTINCTIO: PRELIMINARY
OBSERVATIONS ON HISTORY AND THEOLOGICAL
ME
-1661)
This article offers a preliminary assessment of the relation between
the historical and controversial parts of the
cum romana, ex ipsis armenorum patrum et doctorum testimoniis, in
of Clemens Galanus
Surrentinus (Clemente Galano da Sorrento, in the vernacular), published
bilingually (in Latin and Armenian) at Rome in three volumes between
1650 and 1661. While the Conciliatio has figured tangentially in a
number of studies of Armenian-Western relations in the period between
ttomans in
date. Quite obviously, such an evaluation would necessarily attempt to
trace the Armenian sources that Galanus uses for the historical part of his
work: identifying these sources is a necessary step in evaluating the
somewhat tendentious interconfessional history that Galanus narrates.
But equally important would be a thorough evaluation of the arguments
and analyses that comprise the Pars controversialis
Conciliatio
points at issue between the Armenian and Roman churches reveals a
methodological fissure at the heart of his project. On the one hand, the
goal of a rapprochement between the churches, even if a rapprochement
achieved by evangelization, would seem to demand a reassessment of the
contemporary positions, in discipline no less than in doctrine, of the two
churches. Practically speaking, the linguistic and logical resources which
Galanus by 1650 had shown himself committed to developing would
seem an important initial step in such a process; but further steps would
seem to imply the creative application of the considerable intellectual
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resources of the Roman Catholic church, as demonstrated in the range of
scholarship demonstrated by its adherents in the earlier seventeenth
century. But on the other hand, the intellectual demands put upon the
Roman Church by its confrontation with Protestantism, and the commitments (intellectual as well as doctrinal) to which this confrontation had
more or less unshakeably committed Rome by the 1640s and 1650s
would prove an almost insurmountable barrier to the sort of rapprochement with the East which the Conciliatio by its very title announces itself
interested. I shall attempt to outline infra how the Conciliatio bears the
traces of this unfortunate paradox.
The Conciliatio can aptly be described in two related but different
ways: as one of a series of publications documenting the engagement of
Galanus (and by extension the Roman Catholic Church) with the Armenian East, an engagement marked by but perhaps not entirely subordinated to the demands of evangelization; and as a discrete official publication of the Sacra Congregatio de Propaganda Fidei, the branch of the
publication history dates from 1645, with the
sti
, a combined text
in Armenian grammar and Aristotelian logic. The three volumes of the
Conciliatio itself follow in 1650, 1658, and 1662; while the Grammatica
saw at least one more edition (Dublin, 1660). Finally, 1686 saw the publication of Clementis Galani, Surretini, clerici regularis theologi, et S.
Sedis Apostolicae ad Armenos missionarij, Historia Armena, ecclesiastica & politica in Cologne. With the addition of his own testimony of
an commitment1.
Yet the Conciliatio is also very much an official publication of the
Sacra Congregatio de Propaganda Fidei, the department of the Roman
Catholic Church charged with responsibility over regions in which the
Church lacked primary ecclesiastical jurisdiction: its very name
announces evangelization as its primary directive. The title page of each
volume of the Conciliatio (as indeed of the 1645 Logica) names Galanus
1

see Strohmeyer Influence, 79-91.
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nos missio
the Sacra Congregatio itself, and missionary to the Armenians under the
authority of the Holy See. Each volume bears a series of approbationes
of the Congregatio and of other officials of the Apostolic See itself
go
: Conciliatio I.[b3vb4r]. Galanus, too, is at some pains to stress his dual qualification as
missionary eyewitness and official of the Sacra Congregatio: in an illuminating passage in the Preface of the Pars historialis, Galanus describes
scripts (as he writes) among the Arabs in Syria; in Lesser and Greater
Armenia; in Iberia amongst the Georgians; in Pontus amongst the Colchians; then having passed twice over the black Sea, in Scythia amongst
Thrace; and at last here in Rome, where, at the order of the Sacra Congregatio de Propaganda Fidei, I busy myself with teaching sacred Theology to Armenian students in their own language2.
some way to explaining the intervals separating the publication of the
several volumes of the Conciliatio
between the appearance of the Pars historialis and that of the first
volume of the Pars controversialis. The official character of the work,
with its weight of approbationes, also suggests a possible burden of
scrutiny upon the writer. Moreover, as shall appear infra, the composition
of the Pars controversialis clearly proceeded along a radically different
plan than that of the Pars historialis, possibly one less congenial to Galapartes, however different in
approach, turn out to be not only structurally, but logically complementary. While the Pars controversialis seems the more obvious
Pars historialis holds a key to certain of the peculiarities of its successor volumes.

2

olvis in Syria apud
Arabes; in Minori & Majori Armenia; in Iberia apud Georgianos; in Ponto apud Colchos; tum nigro bis trajecte Gurgite; in Scythia apud Getas; in Ionia apud Smyrnensis;
gatione de Fide
Propagatione mandante, in sacram Theologiam Armenis discipulis proprio ipsorum
idio
Conciliatio I.2; cf. I sig. b2.
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The Conciliationis Pars historialis merits a separate study on a
number of grounds. Most obviously, it is a striking example of bilingual
(Armenian-Roman) printing. Apart from the Latin approbationes, the
volume is printed bilingually in Latin and Armenian. After sequential
indices near the front of the volume (the Latin at sigs. c[1r]-e2v, the
Armenian from [e3v] to [h4v]), printing is bicolumnar throughout. Pagination runs from 1 to 531 with a single unpaginated list of errata on the
last verso. The Pars historialis is also a potential treasure trove of documentary sources. The text is organized in brief historical narra
Historia
-

the Armenians and Latins

m, & Latinorum historiis

Bibliography of Classical Armenian Literature cites
Galanus as a primary source for two historical documents: Grigor Anawar
-451) and a forgery
purporting to be diplomatic letter between the Armenians and Romans at
the time of Trdat (Galanus I.35-39) (Thomson 125, 149). A full analysis
al valuable information
about the Armenian MS resources of the earlier seventeenth century.
Yet the narrative of the Pars historialis is strikingly curtailed: beginning with the first-century evangelization of Armenia by Thaddeus and
Bartholomew, Galanus annotates twentyhistorical narratives and documentary quotations up the Council of Adana of 1316 (Conciliatio 1.471-508); the remaining three hundred fortyodd years until the publication of the Conciliatio occupy a mere twentythree pages, and concentrate on the aftermath of the Council of Adana.
pected the Pars historialis to culminate in an account of Western missionary activity in historic Armenia: not least, perhaps, to account for the
presence of the Armenian (or at least Armenophone) students whose eduGalanus overtly couches his vehemence in the cause of Armenian evangelization in historical terms: to choose one nicely rhetorical example,
refers to the Armenians as a Nation of which the stinking sore of heresy
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has putrefied for twelve centuries, since the Council of Chalcedon, without timely medicine: nor has any Samaritan been found, who, moved by
mercy, should dress it, in Armenian letters, with the balm of wisdom and
gentle confutation, to cleanse it with the wine of sound doctrine, and to
3
bind i
.
Perhaps initially more surprising from an historiographic point of
view is the omission from the Pars historialis of the Armenian-Latin
sessions of the Council of Florence (1439-1447): in effect, Galanus
and Roman Churches that ceases before the most recent conciliar contact.
Alternatively, Galanus writing in the 1640s and 1650s, might be read as
treating the Council of Florence as a matter of current rather than historical significance. Yet judging from the Pars controversialis, this seems
to be precisely the reasoning of the Conciliatio
ciues that divide the
concilia
Pars controversialis; but both its focus and its format are arguably strikingly anomalous
in the context of seventeenth-century theological and philosophical
writing.
The Pars controversialis, at 1258 numbered pages plus some 92
unnumbered pages of prefatory material, is more than double the length
of the Pars historialis4. Published in two volumes, the first in 1658, the
second in 1661, both its size and the length of time between the completion of the two parts suggest an attempt at an exhaustive definition of the
doctrinal relations between the two churches. The ambitions of the Pars
controversialis are signalled by the dedication of the first volume to the
Pope of the day, Alexander VII (Conciliatio
3

Chelcedonensi Quarto Concilio natum, sine opportuno medicamino computrescat: nec
ul
con
Conciliationis
Conciliatio I [sig. a3v].
4
Pagination of Conciliationis Pars altera Tomus primus (1658) (hereafter Conciliatio
-487. Printing after the Approbationes, Imprimatur, and Ad Lectorem is bicolumnar Armenian and Latin. Pagination of
Conciliationis Pars altera Tomus secundus (hereafter Conciliatio II.2) follows the same
-771, with an unpaginated list of errata on the verso of 771).
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states the aims of the Pars controversialis in threefold terms. First, the

confuted, so that there should seem to be no need further to distinguish
amongst and discuss the errors of the Armenians, nor any hope of new
5
.
cien
ian religion has not
yet been able to become known to the Latins, nor indeed even to the
have ascribed to the Armenians they are wholly innocent; and that the
rest they have generally a
ignorance is due largely to ignorance of the Armenian language. As
Galanus puts it,
If it be an empty and indeed dangerous cure to apply a medicine to
expel a disease when the force of the disease barely exists, or is misunderstood; how much more superfluous, and indeed damaging, a Work, so
to seek to overcome the heresies of the Armenians and to reconcile their
souls to our own; by which we shall the more sharply irritate those,
ascribing a false crime to them [so that] a worse shall triumph; or if a
crime be real, but not clearly explained, that it should be treated with an
antidote of unsuitable explanations6.
This formula calls for two initial observations. First, Galanus defines
the project of the Conciliatio, or at least of the Conciliationis Pars controversialis, as working, by recourse to sources and arguments in Armenian, toward a reconciliation of the Armenian and Roman churches by
5

luntur;
parere, nec ulla novi emolumenti ab ista disceptatione percipiendi spes concipi posse,
vi
me

6

m Latini Scriptores
Armeni
ca
cog

va-

-v]
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distinguishing the errors falsely ascribed to the former from the fewer,
but nonetheless real errors into which the Armenians have fallen; which
recourse Galanus imagines will facilitate the desired return of the Armenians to orthodoxy as defined by Rome. The preliminary apparatus that
To the Reader in Conciliatio II.1 instantiates this strategy. After two signatures of official imprimatur, Galanus

Catho

Conciliatio

-

Conciliatio
me in the Catalogus is
followed by a brief outline of the life and work of the cleric or council in
names (including John of Odzun, Ananias of Shirak, and the last councils
of Dvin and A
-Roman) authorities
runs to forty-four items, including such stalwarts of the Armenian Church
as Gregory the Illuminator, Gregory of Narek, and Nerses of Lambron, as
well as an impressive list of more recent Armenian patriarchs and more
ancient Armenian general councils. Moreover, the Catalogus is followed
-one
items, and by a list of
church and cited in the Conciliatio. The strategy of the Catalogus and Index is clear: to suggest that the vast majority of Armenian authorities
conformed to and supported a version of Christianity concordant to that
of Rome7.
Pars controversialis

fines

materia) are of course two of the four causes

7

The 1661 volume, the Pars controversialis Tomus secundus pars altera follows much
the same format, omitting the biographies of the Armenian authorities: the headings are
doma
hoc

Contiliatio

-
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of substance according to the Aristotelian analysis that Western scholasticism inherited and adapted. As is the case with ensouled substances and
forma, ratio) coincide; th
efficiens) cause, the instrument whereby form informs matter to a particular end. The analysis of any and all substances in
terms of this fourfold causality is not only one of the cornerstones of
scholastic analysis generally; it turns out to underpin the analysis of the
relation between the Armenian and Roman churches that the Pars controversialis
difficulty. As Galanus himself observes, incomprehension of language
and terminology lie behind many, although not all, of the accusations of
heresy that the Greek and Latin churches have levelled at the Armenians.
But Neo-scholastic or Neo-aristotelian analysis is not necessarily obviously adapted to mutual comprehension between Armenia and Rome,
despite an older tradition of Armenian Aristotelian controversy. Moreover, the Pars controversialis is not simply Aristotelian in its mode of
analysis. Galanus employs a particular analytical format, the
format, that arguably raises serious difficulties for the project of ecclesiastical understanding and reconciliation that Galanus outlines.
The
unversity, above all the University of Paris: the vocab
flects the oral practice of the university before the age of print. But the
format also dominates written exegesis from the eleventh-century
Libri quattuor
works of Thomas Aquinas, above all the
, remained a
touchstone of both theological authority and methodological felicity. Its
four books divided into concise
and even more concise articuli, couched in objections and responses, the
is a
triumph of organization: seemingly the whole field of theology is on the
one hand divided and analysed, and on the other grouped and ordered, in
an interlocking set of distinct yet logically and theologically connected
positions. Hence the
format could prove a powerful tool for the
enforcement of orthodoxy.
Yet one of the great analytic advantages of the
format is its
capacity to preclude predetermination among alternatives. This capacity
turns out to have been important for a great deal of pre-Tridentine Catholic theology, in which decisions concerning more abstruse technical ques-
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tions could be deferred, sometimes for generations or indeed indefinitely,
as for example in the competing Thomist and Scotist accounts of the
relation between form and individuation in ensouled matter. Unsurprisingly, for similar reasons the
format continued to thrive in
philosophical commentaries well into the seventeenth century: the major
Early Modern commentaries on Aristotle, for example, almost exclusively use the
format to weigh conflicting interpretations of such
stances. Indeed, metaphysics commentaries espousing mutually exclusive
blished,
and indeed used in the same university courses. The
format,
moreover, proved a useful tool for incorporating new scientific insights
into traditional curricula without causing undue disruption to underlying
assumptions. For example, one widely circulated Aristotelian commentary, that of the Jesuit theologian Franciscus Tolletus, (quite uncontroversially) uses an objection and response structure to acknowledge the error
siological seat of the human intellegence (intellectus), in a way that
leaves intact the authority of a basically Aristotelian mode of analysis.
This openness might suggest the suitability of the
format for
format is designed above all to clarify distinctions, a procedure
that does not necessarily conduce to agreement, as the merits of any
given argument are apt to appear in clearer focus. Second, and by extension, argument by
depends upon a shared set of assumptions
about signification, grammar, vocabulary, definitions, the use of terms,
and logical procedures in general: just the sorts of issues which too often
pose the greatest obstacles to theological understanding between
churches that employed different languages in their theological traditions.
Yet the
format remained the default for serious intellectual
and theological inquiry in seventeenth-century Roman Catholicism; and
as the apparatus to both volumes of the Conciliationis Pars controversialis make clear, the
format provides the basic structure of Galathe singlePars controversialis presents a
pair of Indices, a general and specific, outlining the quastionies to be
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ing only Conciliatio
the format: for example, the first
material [sc. the relations attaining amongst Christ, God, and man] proceeds
by way of
to the Armenians the errors of Arius, Apollinaris, Nestorius, Eutyches,
i concerning the mystery of the Incarna
t-

Clarity of format alone, however, does not define either the mode or
mode, at first puzzling, arguably show the trap which the combination of
the
format and a particular set of historical and doctrinal constraints pose, if not for the possibility of Armenian-Roman reconciliation
considered in the abstract, then at leas
ticularly clear example is provided by
under
the heading
ac Nova Lege (II.2489-497).
pitfalls facing Galanus in his project. Galanus opens his analysis with a

Bap
ponse of the Council of Florence, from
the session addressed to the Armenians: that the material is water in its
natural state, and that the form is just words: Ego te baptizo in nomine
Patris, & Fili, & Spiritus sancti: or, as he writes, other [words] similar in
substance, such as those which are used by the Armenians: N[ame] servant of Jesus Christ, coming willingly to Baptism, is baptized now
through me in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Spirit: for that these words do not differ at all in substance from the preceding ones is declared in the same council, loc. cit8.

8

mine Patris, & Fili, et Spiritus sancti

, qualia sunt ea, quibus utuntur Armeni: N[o-
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This response corresponds (unsurprisingly) to the discussion of baptism in Aquinas
III.q.66.: at much greater length,
Aquinas specifies water as the matter (III.q.66.a.3), the Latin verbal formula as the form (a.5) and the logical equivalency of the Greek (and by
extension Armenian) formula (a.5 ad 1). To this discussion Galanus
serious of

laAdmonition to the
Armenians (Monita ad Armenios) and a Refutation of the latter of the
Roman Pontiff to Hetum, King of Armenia (Refutatio ep
-

9

. (Interestingly, Ga-

lanus also records
Da
Conciliatio
-

that is the Minister/Agent, to whom indeed God himself attributes the act
of baptizing, saying: Baptizing them &c. For indeed Baptism according

both causes are shown together; the Minister, who carrying out the act of
Baptism, saying, Ego te baptizo
In
nomine Patris, & Filij, & Spiritus sancti.
stan

10

cedentibus, declaratum est

Conciliatio
Denzinger

9

cipit Apostolis, ut in nomine Patris, & Filij,
& Spiritus sancti baptizarent, & non etiam in nomine proprio. qui autem dicit: Ego te
baptizo, &c., indicat se in suo etiam nomine baptizare. & ideo Paulus 1.Cor.1 inquit:
Conciliatio II.2.492.
10

pro-
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statement of Aquinas at Summa III.q.66.a.5 ad 2. What is more in
of Vartanus. This

at the least confusing in
intentio) is, again, Aquinian;
but Galanus cites it not from the paragraph on causality in baptism. but
the immediately preceding Summa III.q.66.a.5 ad 1., on the Greek formula, in which Aquinas in effect momentarily reads the Latin formula as
the propriety of the Greek formula, whereas for Vartanus it is the Latin
formula, specifically the Latin words of the minister themselves that are
at issue: whether they allow or invoke the operation of the Holy Spirit, or

corresp

-begging. For Galanus

recognition
the presence of the Holy Spirit; but for Galanus the logician, the invoort of content, for example, a hope
that the Holy Spirit would be present in the act of baptism, or worse, a
demand that the Spirit so be there: the burden of proof is upon Galanus.
precisely the minister himself as agent: the very charge that Vartanus
rightly or wrongly lays against the Latin formula of baptism.
and methodological quandary that characterizes the Pars controversialis.
in
Super quem videris
Spiritum sanctum descendentem, & manentem, his est, qui baptizat
strumen
ipse Dominus
baptizandi actum attribuit, dicens: Baptizantes eos
mam verborum suam habeat efficaciam, iuxta illud Ephes. 5. mundans eam lavacro
Minis
Ego te baptizo: quamvis paricula illa, Ego, non ponatur ex necessitate, sed ad maiorem expressionem intentionis:
tur: In
nomine Patris, & Filij, & Spiritus sancti
Conciliatio II.2.493.
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the common philosophical terms of the seventeenth century, however,
Ga
substance is
deeply problematic. Subs
tentia
supplies all qualities (quality, quantity, relation, habit, time, space, etc.).
Such analysis is relatively straightforward applied to persons, animals,
material objects, and even inexplicable miracles such as the transubstantiated Host beyond time and space; its application to baptism is a great
deal less so. Hence it is little surprise that Roman Catholic analyses of
bap
testant challenge to traditional accounts of the sacraments, Thomas Cajetan
distinguishes among classes of intentiones of the baptizer with respect to
baptism. For Cajetan, if the baptizer baptizes for the sake of a joke, or out
of avarice, but nonetheless has in his mind the intentio of baptism qua
baptism, then the baptism is valid; whereas, if the intentio is, as it were, a
parody, the baptism is null and void. In effect, Cajetan distinguishes
between the formula qua formula and qua effect of an intentio; it is the
latter that proves probative. This view, moreover, turns out to have a long
history. Already in De Trinitate, Augustine (5th century) analyses words
as logically posterior to and dependent upon acts of the mind; both
Aquinas (briefly) and Ioannes Duns Scotus (at greater length) take up this
analysis, with Scotus offering the particularly striking formula of words
as proles (offspring); by the late sixteenth century, this treatment of the
relation of words to intentiones becomes a standard item in the commensis is in effect merely an inaugural response in an increasingly sophisticated multipronged debate among Roman Catholic theologians and a variety of Reformed positions on the
efficacy of baptism in relation to issues of grace, salvation, reprobation,
election, and so forth11.
11

See Cajetan, Opuscula
ne
Augustine, De trinitate IX.xii,18; Aquinas, De veritate q.4
a.1; Scotus, Ordinatio
Commentarii Collegii Conimbrensis in De anima, in lib.III. cap. viii. q. 3. art. 2 (487);
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miting, neither bringing to bear the most recently formulated resources of
the Roman Catholic tradition nor engaging creatively and productively
with the sorts of questions that these resources were capable of answering. The explanation for this curious limitation, if it survives, must lie in
the archives of the Sacra Congregatio de Propaganda Fidei (now the
Congregatio pro Gentium Evangelizatione). In the absence of archival
research, however, two explanations present themselves. First, practically
speaking, whatever the state of written Armenian theology since the
Council of Florence, the state of such putative later theological treatises
remains technically uncertain in the absence of either a council or an
Armenian mission to give such work official imprimatur; hence Galanus
Armenian theological positions. Yet the range of issues laid out in the
Pars controversialis seem amenable to reconceptualization and reorganization: for example, the analyses of baptism developed by the successors
of Thomas Cajetan would seem to have implications for issues of reprobation and salvation discussed under other
of the Pars
controversials; such a reconceptualization of issues arguably would conplanation) t
permission to construct such a wide-ranging and innovative work of
theology was not forthcoming from the Sacra Congregatio itself. Perhaps
the textual, financial, or intellectual resources for such a work were either
wholly unavailable, or deemed more needed elsewhere; perhaps the possibility that theological innovations or reinterpretations vis- -vis the
Armenians might complicate the seemingly more pressing mission of
confuting and combatting Protestantism was too strong; or perhaps, indeed, the Pars controversialis
pacities. Clearly, then, explanation for the form and scope of the Conciliationis Pars controversialis and its ultimate relation to the Pars historialis must await further research; but such eventual research promises to

Fonseca, Commentarii in Metaphysica lib.vii.cap.viii. q. 3. sec. 2 (vol. 2: III.298);
Eustachius a Sancto Paulo,
, Tertia pars, tract. iv., q. ix.ii (340).
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open an extensive and fascinating chapter in the histories of Armenian
and Roman Catholic relations in the Early Modern period.
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